Cabinet Installation Procedures

BASIC MATERIALS NEEDED

- Construction Adhesive
- Grinder with Diamond Blade
- Crescent Wrench & Socket Set
- Level
- Shims
- Nuts & Bolts .75" (Available at Kindred Outdoors + Surrounds Dealers & Distributors)

Step 1

CABINET INSTALLATION

a) Place each selected cabinet in its approximate location to create the desired layout.

b) Loosely place bolts in pre-drilled interior bolt holes located in each cabinet section.

c) Ensure cabinet surfaces are level and line up with each other. **Note:** If necessary, place shims under the cabinets to line up and level each section.

d) Run a bead of construction adhesive between each cabinet prior to bolting the cabinets together.

c) Finish initial installation by tightening each bolt.

**Optimal Mounting Techniques**

For out-of-level decks or other surfaces, grouting between an existing slab and the blocks’ lower edge may be beneficial. Using masonry anchors or foundation bolts can further secure the unit. Do this by drilling through the lower edge into the concrete slab, insert the masonry anchors, then tighten. Repeat around the base of the unit.
Step 2

END CAP INSTALLATION

a) Locate each area where an end cap is needed to complete the island (in most cases, there should be two).

b) Rotate the end cap until it firmly fits into the pre-formed location at the end of the island.

c) Run a bead of construction adhesive around all four sides of the end cap opening.

d) Once the construction adhesive becomes sticky, firmly push the end cap into place.

e) Repeat these steps for each end cap.

Step 3

APPLIANCE CUT-OUTS

Important: Ensure you account for the thickness of the counter surface or you may make the height of the cut too big—resulting in a large gap below the grill.

a) Use the manufacturer’s dimensions or, better yet, the actual appliance to take measurements. Mark areas where appliance cut-outs are necessary.

b) Using a grinder with a diamond blade, cut out marked areas for each appliance.
a) If a cantilever is selected, determine the number of units needed to accent the edges surrounding the island.

b) Place the first cantilever in desired location. Ensure the top of the edge is flush with the surface of the counter.

c) While holding the cantilever in place, mark the pre-drilled holes on the surface counter below.

d) Drill a 0.5" hole in a slightly downward direction, through the pre-drilled locations.

e) Run a bead of construction adhesive on the inside of the cantilever before bolting it to the cabinet.

f) Bolt cantilever to cabinet.

g) Place the end of next cantilever against the previous and repeat the above steps.

h) Trim cantilevers that overhang past the end of the island.
VENT INSTALLATION

a) Vents are recommended by many barbecue manufacturers when installing into a closed cabinet. Please check the appliance specifications for placement and quantity of vents required for proper cross ventilation.

b) Position vents per specifications and mark area to be cut, making sure the opening is level and square.

c) Cut opening with diamond radial saw: make sure to wear safety protection gear.

d) Adhere vent to cabinet with construction adhesive.

e) Apply stone or brick around vent.

Finalize Your Outdoor Space

Customize your outdoor space by dressing it with an application of stone, brick, natural veneer or stucco. Enhance the aesthetic and tactile appeal of your next project with the natural textures and authentic colors of high-performance architectural stone veneer. Explore the brands of Boral Industries Inc. at www.boralamerica.com/stone.